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Nature can stage extraordinary landscapes. The scenarios are vast, the lights are 
amazing, the surprises are endless. And when man and nature meet, enchantment 
occurs.

Inspired by the vibrant and elusive movement of water, Jacopo Foggini has 
created his very own aesthetic revolution, a combination of aesthetics and design, 
with a visionary use of polycarbonate. A plastic derivate normally relegated to 
the industrial world, chosen by him to recount nature, in a continuous artisanal 
quest with which he creates evocative coloured fairytales, populated by everyday 
objects. Chandeliers, chairs, tables and huge scenographies - one-off pieces of 
spectacular lightness - which today find their place in museums, public and 
private spaces everywhere in the world, in a constant elaboration which now 
unveils the new J. Jungle chapter.

A sophisticated collection of vases of apparent simplicity created in two sizes and 
an infinite array of chromatic nuances, each one being a unique piece: the novelty 
of this project being its reduced scale, however characterized by a substantial 
heftiness. If the object is out of scale, it will be it’s weight that will determine its 
preciousness.

The luscious J.Jungle vases, translate the exuberance of tropical forests into urban 
and daily shapes. A splendid ensemble which replicates the hypnotic glistening 
of snake scales, of sinuous invertebrates, blinding flowers and tangled leaves 
and lianas. Nature undergoes the red of a flight, in which a butterfly could have 
a weight of its own, whilst Jacopo captures it transforming it into design. Burly 
vases, with the imposing presence of sculptures, that light up as vivid meteorites, 
as an incessant homage to the phantasmagorical nature which finds its sap in 
animals, its vibrations in streams, its stability in stones, all permeated by beauty.

Shades inspired by minerals, insects, tree barks, flowers and birds laid out 
either monochromatically or two-toned, genuinely brightened by their very 
own unpredictable inner life. Air bubbles created with a secret technique, with 
self-multiplying hues that twirl like the tropical lights of that restless world 
crystallized by J.Jungle. During the incandescent enigma of its elaboration, via 
rapid and expert hand actions, Jacopo entrusts a special mystery to each piece, 
via his philosophy which is in perfect harmony with the perennial mobility 
which here is bequeathed via the fantasy language of eternal moment written in 
synthetic glass, in sincere modernity.
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Do not clean with products that contains
alcool. use only antistatic spray or a wet cloth.
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